
Occasionally, we misnumber a tool in a photo. We try very hard to 
avoid this, but with so many lots, it does happen. In all cases, the 
written description will prevail. Tools are sold by description and not 
photo numbers. 

Absentee Auction, June 16, 2019

 6804-001 SHAPLEIGH Diamond Edge store 
display. 15” x 9-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangular wood case with 
glass front. Back panel has knob on outside that allows it 
to be slid up and down into groove to access the 9 slot 
style compartments. Label on front is 95% present, label on 
inside of back panel near complete. Remnants of paper or 
tape on top and bottom of inside compartments. Light wear 
especially on corners and some scratches.  Good (RRT) 
100-200
 6804-002 STANLEY No. 21 wood bottom 
smoothing plane. Rarest and most collectible of the wood 
bottom transitionals. Type 14 with faint U mark on toe, vee 
mark on cutter, light wear and scratching to wood, 
japanning retouched. Good (JCI266) 50-100
 6804-003 STANLEY No. 1 plane. Early 
type with solid adjustment knob without Bailey’s 
name.  T mark on cutter.  Japanning retouched, 
tip reglued on tote, wood otherwise fine. Large 
chip from throat.  Good- (CVR40) 300-600
 6804-004 STANLEY No. 2. Third 
sweetheart cutter, tall knob, notched rectangle 
lever cap with 99 stamped on cam, repaired crack 
in tote. Japanning 90%. Has large chip on rear 
left cheek.  Good- (JMC60) 100-200
 6804-005 MERIDEN MALLEABLE 
IRON CO. block plane. 6-1/2” version. Has ribbon 
type end to the lever cap to form a palm rest 
which is almost always broken off and this one is 
no exception. Otherwise good with original marked cutter 
and patent date marked on the adjustment knob.  From the 
John and Janet Wells collection. Good- (WLS74) 30-60
 6804-006 Modified Little Victor bullnose block 
plane. This thing is a bit of a mystery. At first glance it looks 
like someone cut off the front of a Little Victor No. 50 to 
make a bullnose, but it doesn’t look like it was cut off, the 
sides don’t have the indentations of a Little Victor, and 
the locking wheel is different. Original looking cutter with 
football-shaped Stanley mark. Previously unknown type or 
user modification? You be the judge! Good (TBI583) 80-150
 6804-007 BAILEY DEFIANCE B block plane. 
Original cutter with battleaxe mark. Japanning worn on 
lever cap, hang hole near heel, missing front knob, small 
cracks at corners of mouth. Good (CVR389) 150-300
 6804-008 Brass copy of 
STANLEY No. 3 bench plane. 1892 patent 
cutter, no lateral adjustment, low knob, 
chip from end of tote, initials cast into side. 
Good (HZA111) 25-50
 6804-009 STANLEY No. 112 
cabinet scraper. Japanning 90%, wood 
lightly worn, sweetheart mark on cutter, 
very fine pitting on sole.  Good (DLN8) 
80-160

1

 6804-010 STANLEY No. G5 gage self-setting jack 
plane. Type 1 without the “G” prefix and marked patent 
applied for.  Original cutter, there’s a chunk reglued at 
the base of the knob and missing screw, wood and metal 
otherwise fine. Good+ (KNT26) 60-120
 6804-011 STANLEY Liberty Bell No. 104 jack 
plane. Very clean example of these much-maligned planes, 
later model with T mark on cutter and modern cap screw, 
japanning nearly intact, wood fine. Good+ (DGE22) 80-160
 6804-012 STANLEY No. A4 aluminum bench 
plane. Third sweetheart on cutter, slightly spalled, patent 
date behind frog, tall knob and tote have moderate wear 
and trace of decal, notched rectangle on lever cap, pitting 
on cutter and lever cap, typical aluminum scratching. 
Good+ (CVR158) 60-120
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 6804-013 STANLEY No. 2 bench plane. 
Type 8 or 9, vee mark on cutter, tote fine, crack in 
knob, japanning 95%. Fine (HNL1160) 120-240
 6804-014 STANLEY No. 97 chisel-
edge plane. Type 2, japanning 80%, knob has a 
few dings otherwise good, three nicks on edge 
including one in corner.  Good (JMC36) 125-250
 6804-015 SARGENT No. 227 double 
ended block plane. One of Sargent’s rarer planes, 
the equivalent of the Stanley No. 131 on which 
the cutter can be reversed for use as a bullnose.  
Bullnose throat looks cleaned which left circular 
pattern, japanning repainted. Scratching on sole.  
Good+ (KNT24) 40-80
 6804-016 AMOS KINDRED iron block 
plane. Identical to the plane shown in Figure 186a of 
PTAMPIA I, which Roger Smith believes were made by 
Kindred after Boston Metallic Plane Co. shut down, using 
the same casting. 6” long and with a 1-1/2” A. L. Whiting 
cutter, good rosewood wedge. A rare plane in very clean 
condition. Good+ (HNL931) 80-140
 6804-017 STANLEY No. 92 rabbet plane. US 
made, sweetheart on front disk. Nickel is absolutely 
immaculate, blade sharp enough to shave with, a trace of 
rust on the screw. Cutter is not marked and looks like it may 
have broken and been rounded over at some point, but still 
plenty left. Good+ (CVR583) 80-150
 6804-018 A. MILETTE rebate plane. Solid brass, 
5-1/2” x 3/4”, cutter adjustment and uncommon wedge 
mechanism.  Milette is a Canadian sculptor and plane 
maker and his planes are well made and uncommon. Fine 
(HNL415) 100-175
 6804-019 STANLEY No. 2 bench plane. Later 
type with orange lever cap and notched rectangle on cutter.  
A few spots of light surface rust otherwise like new. Fine 
(TBI582) 175-300
 6804-020 STANLEY No. 801 tool chest. 15” 
x 8-3/4” x 6-1/2” black walnut chest with The Stanley 
Works sweetheart plaque on outside, inside lid has larger 
sweetheart plaque, and sweetheart marks on hinges. Lids 
are sprung and don’t sit flat, cracks in all four sides, no 
inner tray, no tools. More uncommon than the larger No. 
888 size.  Good- (DOR306) 125-250
 6804-021 LEWIN UNIVERSAL combination 
plane. The Lewin, known as the “619” because it originally 
sold for £6.19, was one of Britain’s answers to the Stanley 
45.  It was made of cast aluminum making it significantly 
lighter than the 45, and some say easier to use.  This one 
is complete with its 18 cutters in their original cloth roll and 
original instruction book in a sliding lid box that looks user 
made.  Some mild loss of black paint. Good+ 
(HNL23) 80-150
 6804-022 STANLEY No. 113 circular 
plane. Type 2, japanning 75%, patent date cutter, 
mild discoloration to metal.  Good (JMC62) 40-80
 6804-023 EVANS PATENT flexible 
sole plane. Often mistaken for the later and 
more common Stanley No. 13, this plane was 
patented by George Evans of Maine in 1862 
and manufactured by R.H. Mitchell.  This is the 
variation without the brass plate with Evans’ 
and Mitchells’ names soldered to the side.  

Humphreysville cutter with pitting.  Japanning mostly worn, 
small chip from toe. Good (TBI507) 90-150
 6804-024 STANLEY No. 20 circular plane. 1892 
patent cutter, traces of japanning, metal discolored, Victor 
No. 20 cast into adjustment knob.  Good (DCR36) 40-80
 6804-025 Stanley No. 10 rabbet. Type 10 with T 
mark on cutter, japanning 90%, wood has light wear, a few 
smoothed chips from top of tote and user name on sides, 
throat good and sharp cutter. Lever cap cam a little tight.  
Good (CVR427) 70-140
 6804-026 SARGENT No. 196 rabbet. Body only, 
japanning retouched, mild pitting to sole. Fair (HNL879) 
20-40
 6804-027 STANLEY No. 90 steel case rabbet. 
Made only for 11 years from 1877-1888, this is one of 
Stanley’s rarer planes. Semicircle mark behind cutter and 
patent date in front of throat. The soft wood has a fair 
amount of dinging, and the steel has surface corrosion 
but no pitting. Throat might be slightly opened.  Good 
(SPM1024) 50-100
 6804-028 STANLEY GAGE No. G6 fore plane. 
Decent example of the self-setting planes manufactured 
by Stanley from John Gage’s patent. Last type, japanning 
80%, tote ok and knob has moderate dinging.  Good 
(JCI117) 40-80
 6804-029 Lot of two smooth planes. STANLEY 
Liberty Bell No. 104, japanning 85%, wear to wood, patent 
dates on cutter, mild pitting. Plus GTL smooth plane, 8 inch 
sole, unmarked cutter, brass body, tote good, repainted. 
Discoloration on both blades.  Good (DCR34,37) 30-60
 6804-030 Lot of two No. 5 jack planes. A STANLEY 
Type 8, japanning 90%, patent date cutter and plain lever 
cap, wood possibly relacquered. And a KEEN KUTTER 
K5, corrugated, japanning 90%, wood good, proper cutter. 
Both blades and body have discoloring.  Good (DCR38,39) 
40-80
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 6804-031 MILLERS FALLS No. 85 duplex rabbet. 
Looks to be all there, japanning 90%, some spots of rust, 
proper cutter.  Good (DEN149) 35-70
 6804-032 STANLEY No. 11 beltmaker’s plane. 
Type 1 with the vertical adjustment knob; original beech 
handle with some wear and staining, cutter pitted with J 
mark and small nicks. Japanning 70%.  Good+ (TBI486) 
100-200
 6804-033 MERIDEN block plane. Brass knob, 
brass lever cap locking screw, and rear brass adjustment 
knob. 6” sole. Japanning 85%. Both cheeks have large 
chips on top edges and lever cap has top ribbon section 
missing. Unmarked cutter. Good- (Rew1999) 50-100
 6804-034 STANLEY No. 62 low angle jack plane. 
Designed for cutting cross and end grains, this is one of 
Stanley’s rarer planes. Japanning 75%, wood good noting 
a repaired crack and few dings on tote, sweetheart cutter. 
1/4” long chip in throat. Good- (CVR422) 100-200
 6804-035 J. BEATTY adze. 4-1/2” edge. 32” 
curved handle with mild wear. User mark and spots of 
discoloration on metal. Maker stamp has typo and reads 
“Beattty & Soon, Cast Steel, Philad’a.” Some apprentice 
clearly got distracted that day. Good (CBY29) 30-60
 6804-036 Lot of two edge tools. Hatchet by 
UNDERHILL EDGE TOOL CO., 3-1/4 inch blade, blade 
needs sharpening, old 13 inch handle; and an old unmarked 
felling axe, 4-3/4 inch sharp blade with laid-in edge, mild 
surface pitting, 23 inch handle looks original but damaged. 
Good (LDZ265,277) 40-80
 6804-037 T.H. WITHERBY slick. 3” sharp edge, 
mild surface rust but don’t see much pitting, 5” handle with 
steel strike ring, 20” long total. Good (RPT120) 30-60
 6804-038 WILLIAM MANN Superior Axe. Marked 
1902 and Lewiston, which roughly lines up with the time 
AMERICAN AXE & TOOL were manufacturing axes with 
that name.Single bit ground on both sides, several user 

stamps. 26” handle.  Good (JCI255) 40-80
 6804-039 Lot of three hatchet heads. 
A goosewing broad hatchet with 5-1/2” edge, 
surface rust, an axe with 3-1/2”  edge, Swedish, 
chip in edge. And an unmarked carpenter’s 
hatchet with 3-1/4” edge.  Good (HAN744) 30-60
 6804-040 Lot of two edge tools. A broad 
axe head, unmarked, 13-1/2” head with some of 
original handle in the eye. Fairly clean with mild 
pitting.  And a primitive adze head, smith made, 
heavily pitted, 3” slightly curved edge.  Good- & 
better (MSV22) 30-60
 6804-041 Lot of two decorative axe 

heads. Goosewing broad axe head with leaf and flower 
decorative markings on both sides, 8-1/2” edge. And a 
broadaxe head with square touchmark (illegible), 11” edge, 
some spots of surface rust. Good (LDZ292,237) 35-70
 6804-042 Lot of two STANLEY No. 96 levels. 
Brass-bound with rosewood stocks.  A 28” early type with 
nailed on strips and laminated body, wood very clean, 
brass good noting one strip coming loose at end; and a 30” 
later type with dovetailed strips, large chip from top rail and 
small hang hole. Good. (RRT1061) 60-120
 6804-043 Lot of two STRATTON No. 1 levels. 
Stratton’s signature brass bound rosewood carpenter’s 
level and one of the most beautiful level ever made; both 
30” with some issues, one has rough wood and the other a 
loose level vial. Good- (RRT1059) 50-100
 6804-044 Lot of two L.S. STARRETT machinist’s 
levels. A No. 133A engineer’s inclinometer, the 10” version, 
very clean with original vials and 75% japanning; and a 24” 
No. 132, close to dead mint in original box. Good & better 
(RRT1063) 80-150
 6804-045 Turnip shaped brass plumb bob. 5” 
overall with steel tip, surface nice and clean, two sets of 
owner initials lightly stamped. Good+ (GST519) 75-150
 6804-046 Pear shaped plumb bob. Brass with 
steel tip, 5-1/2” overall, unmarked, good clean surface, 
never polished. Good+ (TBI1022) 75-150
 6804-047 STANLEY  No. 1 plumb bob. Looks like 
a No. 1 but not marked, 3-1/2” long, minor dinging, old line 
on the reel. Good (GST516) 60-120
 6804-048 Large brass plumb bob. Inverted turnip 
shaped, brass with steel tip, 3-3/4” overall, good clean 
surface, never polished. Good+ (TBI1025) 80-150
 6804-049 Brass plumb bob. 5” long with steel 
tip, unmarked, turnip shaped, light dinging Good (TBI593) 
50-100

 6804-050 Brass cylindrical plumb bob. 
5” long with thin steel tip, decorative grooves all 
along body, unmarked.  Good (KDL1016) 40-80
 6804-051 Lot of two user made D routers. 
11” wide one made of beech with 1/2”cutter held 
by wingnut, light wear, cutter has surface rust. And 
7” wide stained hardwood one with two carved 
knobs, nonadjustable 3/8” cutter, crack in upper 
body, moderate wear.  Good- & better (RPT93, 
94) 25-50
 6804-052 English STANLEY No. 71 
router. One cutter (1/4”), no throat closer, plating 
85%, light wear on knobs. Mounted to board.  
Good  (TWR178) 30-60
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 6804-053 STANLEY No. 71 router. Type 
14 with 80% plating, knobs have light wear, one 
cutter that has been filed into 3/16” wide rounded 
point.  Good (JMC66) 35-70
 6804-054 STANLEY No. 71-1/2 router. 
Type 4, one 1/2” cutter, plating 85%, knobs have 
some wear and user initials stamped into them. 
Could use a light cleaning. Good (RRT82) 40-80
 6804-055 STANLEY No. 71 router. Type 
8 with all parts including all 3 cutters, plating 80%, 
knobs in good shape.  Good (JMC24) 100-150
 6804-056 MILLERS FALLS No. 77 
router. Has 1/4” cutter and fence, tall knobs have 
light wear. Plating 60% and some pitting on sole.  
Good- (JMC23) 40-80
 6804-057 Stanley No. 71 router. Type 7, traces 
of plating, 1/2” cutter, knobs have light wear and staining. 
Good (JMC67) 35-70
 6804-058 J.K. SOMES & CO. Improved tailor’s 
bias measuring double edge fabric yardstick. Marked with 
both patent dates on both sides, mild wear and staining, 
a few chips to wood, 35-1/2” long. The double sided 45 
degree bias edges allow the user to measure fabric 
without changing position or reversing the goods whether 
measuring from right to left or vise versa. Uncommon. 
Good (PLH) 60-120
 6804-059 STANLEY No. 30 angle divider. A few 
minor minor blemishes; notched rectangle mark. Users 
painted their initials and bottom section below thumbscrew 
with red paint. Good+ (HNL429) 30-60
 6804-060 Log rule. Rectangular, 1-3/4” x 1/2” 
and 2” long. Steel tips with hook. Seven scales on each 
side. The unusual feature is that both edges are lined with 
a series of marked holes for tally pegs. Unsigned. Good+ 
(TBI545) 30-60
 6804-061 Double calipers. Probably 
smith made, some pitting, 9” long jaws.  Good 
(DEN103) 30-60
 6804-062 Lot of five shrinkage rules. All 
24” long. Four are STANLEY No. 30 1/2, one with 
sweetheart mark and others just straight block 
lettering, some paint, staining, and tarnish to 
brass. Plus one by BELCHER BROS. with scales 
and conversions on both sides, some wear and 
dings.  Good (PLH3037) 30-60
 6804-063 User made dividers. 16-1/2” 
legs made of what looks like mahogany with 
brass collars, one has nail for point and other 
has screw, knurled brass locking screw, circular 
brass deocoration below locking screw.  Good 
(WOL894) 20-40
 6804-064 Folding boxwood tailor’s 
square. 18” and 23 arms, unmarked but could be 
by Preston, ruled, some wear and tarnish to brass 
ends, 18” arm sprung at end. Good- (HNL872) 
20-40
 6804-065 J. RABONE & SONS No. 1612 
folding rule. 5 foot, maker mark on both sides, 
brass a bit tarnished, mild wear. Good (KDL1014) 
20-40

 6804-066 G.B. SANBORN log rule. Rectangular, 
1-3/4” x 1/2” and 2” long. Brass ends. Seven scales on 
each side with both edges lined with a series of marked 
holes for tally pegs. Sanborn was a maker in Bristol, New 
Hampshire, between 1870 and 1900. Good (JCI257) 40-80
 6804-067 Lot of two nail pullers. A BRIDGEPORT 
HARDWARE CO. No. 20, good red handle and remnants 
of decal, marked patent No. 70,884 which isn’t right.  Plus 
a REX No. 64.  Both in good clean condition with minor 
surface rust. Good (NCY105) 60-100
 6804-068 Bench vise. Unsigned and looks 
blacksmith made, 1-1/2” jaws, swiveling body locked by 
large hand-forged wingnut, small anvil mounted behind 
jaws. Good+ (CBM83) 60-120
 6804-069 WM. BEATTY & SON slick. 3” blade, 
very clean and sharp, uncommon “Media” mark, good 6” 
socket handle. Fine (CBM132) 80-160
 6804-070 PECK, STOW & WILCOX No. 1 slick. 
4” blade, marked “P S & W No. 1 Ex.”  Original 15” socket 
handle.  Minimal and easily cleaned surface rust, good 
sharp edge. Good+ (CBM129) 80-150
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 6804-071 Lot of gouges. Five are crank neck 
including 3 by BUCK, 1/2”, 1-1/4”, and 1-1/2”, and two by 
MARPLES, 1/4” and 1/2”. Plus two straight neck also by 
BUCK and MARPLES, 1/8” and 1/4”. Handles have light 
wear, some of the Marples have partial decals.  Good 
(CWL245) 60-120
 6804-072 Lot of crank neck gouges. Three by 
BUCK BROS., 5/8”, 7/8” and 1”, with matching marked 
hickory handles, a 1” MARPLES & SONS with what looks 
like a rosewood handle.  Plus a 1/8” ROBERT SORBY 
1/8” straight handled gouge with boxwood handle.  Blades 
have some surface rust and discoloration but sharp edges, 
handles all good. Good+ (CBM143) 50-100
 6804-073 Lot of three single bit axes. Two 
are KEEN KUTTER with 4-1/2” and 4-3/4” edges, and 
an OVB with 4-1/2” edge. OVB pitted with highly worn 
handle, other two have ok handles with a few chips.  Good 
(RUS501,505,506) 35-70
 6804-074 Lot of three carpenter’s hatchets. Two 
BEATTY including one with circle mark, other with cow 
mark. And one with FIFER & BEATTY mark and Number 
2 stamp. Fifer & Beatty was a Philadelphia hardware store 
in the early 1900s. All clean with decent handles and 3-1/4” 
edges.   Good (CBY35,43,82) 30-60
 6804-075 Lot of two KEEN KUTTER edge tools. A 
super clean pick hammer with 4-1/2” x 1” edges and 80% 
of original decal on handle. And a claw hatchet with 3-3/4” 
edge, lightly worn handle. Good (NW290,303) 30-60
 6804-076 J. BEATTY slick. 2-7/8” edge, plain J. 
Beatty Cast Steel mark, pitting on backside toward end. 
16-1/2” nicely turned bulbous handle. 31” long total. Good 
(CBY14) 30-60

 6804-077 Lot of two cooper’s chamfering 
knives. Both unmarked, 5-3/8” and 6” edges, 
chips along both edges but more so on smaller 
one. Handles worn and dark with stains, iron 
ferrules, pitting on body of larger one but edge 
ok.  Good (LDZ51,53) 30-60
 6804-078 Lot of two edge tools. Bark 
spud with maker’s mark that looks like SNOW 
& NEALLY, Bangor, ME. 2” slightly curved edge, 
8” wood handle with age wear. And D.R. Barton 
hoop driver, clean handle with strike ring. Good 
(LDZ41,70) 25-50
 6804-079 Lot of four DISSTON saws. 
22” long D-100 with hanghole, the type with 
the wheatsheaf handle made from 1903 to the 
early 1920s, 12 ppi. And a 1960s D-100 with the 
aluminum and wood handle, 26” blade, mild use. 
Plus a No. 12, good etch, 24” blade with 11 ppi, 
mild wear to wood, and a D-20, 26” blade with 9 
ppi, a few scuffs to handle.  Good (RRT) 40-80
 6804-080 Butcher saw. 25” blade held in 
place with wingnut, 28” x 8” frame has thick metal 
rod in center and thin metal tightening bar at top. 
wood handle on side stamped 2404. Unmarked 
but extremely well made. Good (RRT868) 35-70
 6804-081 CHATILLON No. 400 butcher 
saw. 22” blade, wood handle has paint splatters 
and light wear, clear mark on frame. Good 
(GRY17) 30-60
 6804-082 Lot of three hand saws. 
A GEO. H. BISHOP No. B80, made for E.K. 
LARIMER HARDWARE CO., Cedar Rapids, IA, 

with 26” blade, 8 ppi, top horn sheared off, wood worn, 
metal cleaned. A TAYLOR BROS. No. 11, Adelaide stamp, 
bottom horn chipped, “Taylor Made for USA” medallion and 
split nuts, 26” blade with 5 ppi. Plus a R. GROVES & SONS 
with the “Established 1770” medallion and split nuts so 
likely from first half of the 19th century, 26” cutter has just 
a little life left, medallion backing missing, wood worn and 
top horn tip broken and smoothed down.  Good (RRT869) 
50-100
 6804-083 Lot of two brass backed dovetail saws. 
6” one by W. MARPLES & SONS with mild pitting to blade 
and wear on handle. And a D. LYON with 4-1/2” blade with 
about an inch of life left, good handle.  Good (DLN96) 30-60
 6804-084 Lot of two GOODELL-PRATT Nos. 245 
and 677 breast drills. The 677 is one of G-P’s less common 
drills, with two speed reversing mechanism housed in a 
cast aluminum housing, and an intact leather strap.  Red 
paint on both drive wheels crackled as usual, decal barely 
legible. Good (HZA) 60-100
 6804-085 Small bench mounted drill press. 9” tall 
with 4-1/2” x 2-1/2” base, drill has partial decal with letters 
“AA” and is adjustable with locking thumbscrew on stem. 
Could use a cleaning but still works. No bit. Good (ASY93) 
30-60
 6804-086 AYERS patent breast grinder. Intended 
to be a portable device for grinding the knives of the sickles 
of grain and grass-harvesters. 24” long with 12” wide gear, 
two wood handles, hourglass shaped grinding stone at 
end. Clearly marked with Ayers and 6/23/68 patent date,  
Good (JMC104) 80-160
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 6804-087 Brass breast drill. Someone 
concocted this thing together with various parts. 
10” long with 1-3/4” long brass gear in a brass 
frame with cast iron breast plate. Crank arm iron 
with wood handle, other stationary handle looks 
like replacement from pad saw. 1/4” round friction 
chuck. Crack in frame. Good- (NW936) 20-40
 6804-088 RUSBY patent extendible drill. 
One of the most gimmicky of the breast drills with 
its extendible neck to fit into tight locations; breast 
pad is missing as it almost always is but otherwise 
in good condition including often-broken sliding 
handle catch. Surface rust, light wear to wood. 
Good (GRY) 30-60
 6804-089 Bow drill. Steel body with 3” wide steel 
ring and 5” wood bow shaft with leather strings, some 
surface rust.  Good (ECN241) 25-50
 6804-090 Brass gear drill. Cast iron frame with 
4-1/2” brass gear, mushroom shaped 3” wide wood head, 
screw locking chuck, some surface rust.  Good (NW928) 
30-60
 6804-091 Lot of push drills. Five including three 
YANKEE  archimedean, Nos. 131A, 30A, and 20-2, wear to 
handles but No. 131 pretty clean. A YANKEE No. 41 with 8 
bits in handle, clean, and one marked DECATUR COFFIN 
CO. with patent date 10/7/84, wear to wood handle. Plus 
throwing in a DURO METAL No. 411 hand crank valve 
grinder, traces of red paint, works fine. Good  (ECN38, 201, 
203, 207 )  50-100
 6804-092 Lot of two CHICOPEE DRILLS. Two 
examples of Archimedean drills with reversing mechanism 
that allows it to turn the same direction on the up and 
down strokes, patented in 1881 by George Belcher.   J.H. 
Hoague of Chicopee, MA, named them the Chicopee drills 
and manufactured a variety of sizes and styles.  These two 
are 12” and 13” long, with wooden heads and grips and 
no bit storage.  The longer one has a brass collar marked 
with Belcher’s patent and the word “Chicopee”, both have 
Hoague’s own patent chucks.  Wood has some wear but 
both work.   Good (CBM53) 80-150
 6804-093 File handle. Metal handle, 
unmarked, rusty with traces of red paint, brass and 
cast iron collar.  Good- (PNG119) 10-20
 6804-094 Lot of two turnscrews. One 
marked C.H. CO, 8” long, other has initials W.J. in 
a triangle, 6-1/2” long. Wood handles ok with light 
wear.   Good (MAH24) 20-40
 6804-095 Tool handle. Unmarked but 
looks like BUELL BROS. 7” long, rosewood 
handle with 9 bits, threads and nickel plating good.  
Good+ (CAN119) 40-80
 6804-096 Lot of two tool handles. A 
STANLEY No. 306 with sweetheart mark, wood 
clean and good nickel, all but one bit present. Plus 
unmarked one but similar in shape, holes for 4 
bits not present, pushpin on one side plus another 
hole for one, plating 70%, wood lightly worn. Good 
(FNK503,510) 30-60
 6804-097 Lot of two STANLEY Excelsior 
tool handles. A No. 3 with 13 bits, japanning 80%, 
and a No. 22 with no bits, plating 70%. From the 
John and Janet Wells collection. Good- & better 

(WLS227) 40-80
 6804-098 Lot of two wood bodied tool handles. A 
STANLEY No. 1 Clement’s Patent, later type and marked 
with patent date, 5 bits and some staining and dings to 
wood. And a BUELL BROS with 9 bits, rosewood has wear 
and several cracks in cap plus crack in ferrule through 
the mark, plating 50%, some rust.  Good- & better (LHD) 
40-80  
 6804-099 Lot of two metal bodied tool handles. A 
Stanley No. 2 “Excelsior” cast iron with seven of its original 
12 tools, worn but undamaged, and an L.E.B. Co. tool kit 
with 12 tools.  L.E.B. kits were sold around 1910 and have a 
sheet metal case with sliding cap and a chuck that doubles 
as a hammer. Good (PLH578,579) 130-200
 6804-100 Lot of miscellanous tools. A tool handle 
with ebony handle, brass collar, 7 bits, chuck missing. 
A metal twist bit container with 3 bits marked Made in 
Germany. Two loose bits and a small brass spokeshave.  
Good- & better (PKL149, 317) 15-30
 6804-101 STANLEY No. 55 combination plane. 
Sweetheart mark on skate, nickel plating 80%, looks to 
be all there but cutter wingnut is brass replacement, cutter 
sets 1 through 4. Rosewood has some light wear and 
dinging. Cutter box 3 missing one cutter, other 3 sets have 
all their cutters, good sweetheart labels 80%. In  user made 
box with self applied reproduction label on outside.  Good 
(HEN3) 125-250
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 6804-102 STANLEY No. 193 fibreboard plane. 
Japanning near complete, wood good, has 8 attachments 
and cutters marked 1-6 plus six blanks inside original 
pasteboard box. All inside user made wooden box with 
self applied reproduction label. Includes article from the 
Gristmill from June 2000 regarding a fibreboard with 
unusual cutter (not one of the attachments present).  Good 
(HEN1) 50-100
 6804-103 Lot of two STANLEY No. 3 bench 
planes. One has a sweetheart cutter and one patent 
date behind frog but “Made in USA” along side of base of 
tote, tote has crack through it. Other is more modern with 
notched rectangle mark cutter and kidney lever cap, paint 
splotches on wood. Japanning on both 80-85%.  Good 
(JMC58,65) 40-80
 6804-104 WINCHESTER No. 3010 bench plane. 
Japanning mostly gone, wood worn especially on knob 
which has replacement screw, most of red paint on logo on 
lever cap, proper cutter.  Good (JMC64) 30-60
 6804-105 SARGENT No. 718 patented fore 
plane. Uncommon example of Sargent’s “auto-set” feature, 
which resembles but pre-dates the Stanley Gage models. 
Japanning 65%. Knob good with a few cracks at base, tote 
has smoothed chip off one edge, sole a bit worn.  Good 
(CVR193) 50-100
 6804-106 Lot of four block planes. Three are 
aluminum including two by FOSTER, a finger plane and 
a 7” one, and one by UTIL PLANE. Plus a pressed steel 
Happi Time by SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. All with some 

wear and dinging, rusty cutter on the finger plane.  
Good (RPT10,11,12,14) 25-50
 6804-107 Type 1 STANLEY No. 103 
block plane. Rosewood knob that looks original. 
Unmarked cutter. Japanning about 50%. Good 
(JCI102) 80-160
 6804-108 Lot of two MILLERS FALLS 
No. 33 finger planes. One with black japanning, 
other red and grey, both with proper cutters and 
japanning 80%.  Good (GRY16) 20-40
 6804-109 STANLEY No. 148 match 
plane. Plating 70%, a few narrow gouges on top 
of handles, missing tongue cutter. Good- (JMC38) 
30-60
 6804-110 STANLEY No. 248 
weatherstripping plane. Has sweetheart mark 
7/32” cutter, japanning 90%,  Good (JCI234) 
30-60
 6804-111 STANLEY No. 37 “Jenny” 
transitional jack plane. Rarest and most collectible 
of the transitionals with its extra wide sole and 
cutter, Type 14 with mistaken patent date on toe 
and vee mark on cutter.  Body good with much 

original finish, tote and knob fine,  japanning 95%, some 
scratches on sole. Good+ (CBM109) 75-150
 6804-112 STANLEY No. 5-1/2 jack plane. Type 
13, sweetheart on cutter with light surface rust, japanning 
95% and not repainted, wood fine.  Good+ (CBM114A) 
40-80
 6804-113 STANLEY No. 5-1/2C jack plane. Later 
type with orange rectangle on lever cap and notched 
rectangle on cutter, a little wear but still clean. Good 
(CBM114B) 35-70
 6804-114 Lot of SARGENT steel block planes. 
In 1912, Sargent introduced a line of solid steel block 
planes under it’s “VBM” trademark that were advertised 
as lightweight and indestructible.  This lot includes three 
examples of the No. 2204 with a 4” sole and 1-1/4” cutter that 
were advertised as especially suitable for patternmakers, 
and three examples of the No. 5206 low angle block plane, 
one Type 1 with the knob mounted on the body, one with 
the adjustment wheel through the cutter and one on which it 
engages grooves under the cutter. All in good clean shape 
(the Type 1 No. 5206 has a fair amount of surface rust) with 
good original cutters. Good & better (CBM166) 60-120
 6804-115 WINGFIELD & ROWBOTHAM 
reversible block plane. Similar in function to the Stanley No. 
130, with the blade reversible so you can also use it as a 
bullnose, but instead of flipping the cutter over you have to 
remove and re-insert it. The lever cap is hooked onto one of 
two metal hooks cast into the bed.  It has “Patent 7855”cast 
into the lever cap, which is a patent that’s attributable to 

Wingfield & Rowbotham of Sheffield, a firm 
founded in 1751 and better known for its edge 
tools and cutlery.  Japanning about 50%, good 
wooden knob.  Unusual. Good (CBM125) 60-120
 6804-116 STANLEY No. 79 side rabbet 
plane. Early unfenced type, both cutters marked, 
very clean. Fine (DLY47) 80-150
 6804-117 STANLEY No. 11  beltmaker’s 
plane. Japanning almost complete, vee mark on 
cutter, good clean maple handle. Good+ (CBM73) 
80-150
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 6804-118 STARRETT No. 445 depth 
gauge IOB. Marked “Patent Pending”, includes 
two measuring rods, in wood box. Good (RSH556) 
40-80
 6804-119 Project compass. Has only one 
arm, but has what looks like ebony body, two level 
vials near stem. Compass glass cracked, three 
brass screws and a few cracks in the paper label 
so can’t make out the maker. Good- (PLH737) 
30-60
 6804-120 Brass mitre square. 
Unmarked, 6” x 10”, top arm marked with angle 
measurements, inside nicely made mahogany 
carrying case.  Good (PLH772) 50-100
 6804-121 Large smith made dividers. 
20” legs, lock with thumbscrew, unmarked. 
From the John and Janet Wells collection. Good 
(WLS239) 20-40
 6804-122 BROWN & SHARPE 
combination square. Has protractor, center finder, 
and square head. Level vials look replaced, 
japanning 85%. User numbers scratched on rule.  
Good (FNK456) 40-80
 6804-123 LUFKIN No. 8236 tailor’s 
square. 12” x 6” boxwood arms, light wear and 
slight tarnish on brass. Good (PLH760) 25-50
 6804-124 KELLOGG patent folding square. Frank 
J. Kellogg of Battle Creek made a lot of money trading 
on the name of the more famous Kelloggs to sell patent 
medicine, but before that he patented this strange patented 
“French Tailor’s Square” on 12/25/83. What it has to do with 
tailoring is not clear, but it’s an ingenious folding square 
with a locking brace.  Light wear and dinging, some small 
staining.  Good (LHS236) 30-60
 6804-125 Lot of four try squares. Three are 
STANLEY No. 2, two are 6” Type 2 with light wear to 
rosewood handle, brass lightly polished, blades have 
pitting, and one is a Type 3 Winterbottom patent with 12” 
blade, a little separation of rosewood from brass on handle, 
light pititng and patent date on blade. Plus one that looks 
like a No. 2 but with ebony handle, unmarked, 9” edge with 
discoloration, light wear. From the John and Janet Wells 
collection. Good (WLS154) 50-100
 6804-126 Lot of two STANLEY No. 1 try squares. 
Two examples of Stanley’s try square with cast iron framed 
rosewood handle, later redesignated the No. 10. One 
is type 1 with uncommon 4” unruled blade with circular 
Stanley mark (faint), wood fine; the other has an 8” blade, 
discolored, wood has surface wear but no damage. Good 
& better (CBM7) 60-120
 6804-127 Lot of three squares. Two STANLEY 
squares, one a Four Square combination on a sweetheart 
steel rule, and other is a 6” No. 12 with 80% plating. Plus 
a STARRETT small combination square on a 4” steel rule, 
clean. Good (GRN66,67) 30-60
 6804-128 HALL & KNAPP try square. 18” wide 
unruled blade, 10-3/4” brass edged rosewood handle with 
six-lobed escutcheon and bench rest. Blade has pitting, 
wood handle is fine, mark is faint but legible. Good+ 
(REW1023) 100-200
 6804-129 Lot of two STANLEY No. 2 try and 
mitre squares. Both Winterbottom patent, 7-1/2” one with 

sweetheart mark and 80% decal on handle, other is 9” 
with vee mark. Blades have some discoloration and light 
wear to handles. From the John and Janet Wells collection. 
Good (WLS148) 45-70
 6804-130 Lot of two STANLEY 6” and 10” No. 1 
try squares. Both with semicircle marks, wood has light 
wear and dinging, light pitting on blades and moderate 
pitting on handle of larger one. From the John and Janet 
Wells collection. Good (WLS151) 50-100
 6804-131 Lot of two STANLEY No. 1 6” and 8” 
try squares. Wood has user stamps and light wear, blades 
have a little discoloration. From the John and Janet Wells 
collection. Good  (WLS150) 50-100
 6804-132 Lot of four squares. A No. 1 
Winterbottom with metal handle and hanghole at bottom, 
6”, plating 75%. And a No. 12, also 6”, japanning 90%, 
blade cleaned. Plus two by TWIX, including one with level 
in handle and 7” blade, rusty and 80% japanning, level vial 
may be replacement, plus an adjustable bevel square with 
protractor markings on 4” blade, good red japanning.  Good 
(KDL1022) 50-100
 6804-133 Mitre square. Ebony handle with brass 
inlay, 10” blade, very faint maker’s mark looks like Moseley 
& Sons but not positive. User stamps, blade cleaned but 
still has some blueing.  Good (MSV66) 30-60
 6804-134 Lot of three STANLEY RULE & LEVEL 
try squares. Two 3” No. 20, both with Traut’s patented 
“Hand-ee Grip” and one marked “Patent Pending”’; and a 
No. 2 combined square and bevel with the handle stamped 
with the dates of Winterbottom’s and Traut’s patents, 4” 
blade. All three have rosewood handles with brass edge, 
very clean. Good+ (TBI626,627) 90-150
 6804-135 Lot of two STANLEY try and mitre 
squares. Both No. 2 Winterbottom patents, Type 2, in 4-1/2” 
and 7-1/2 inch sizes. Light wear to wood, some surface 
rust and discoloration on blades. From the John and Janet 
Wells collection. Good (WLS147) 40-80
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 6804-136 Lot of two brass shaves. Both unsigned 
and probably user made.  A coachmaker’s shave, 14” 
across with adjustable central fence, and a smaller 9” 
shave with a single fence.  Both well made and very clean. 
Fine (HNL672,674) 80-150
 6804-137 STANLEY No. 71 rabbeting shave. All 
brass, has the often-missing fence; third sweetheart on 
cutter. Rare and excellent. Fine (CBM74) 80-150
 6804-138 STANLEY No. 62 reversible spokeshave. 
One of Stanley’s less common shaves with two opposing 
cutters.  Early version with patent date cast in underside, all 
original., cutters not marked but one stamped with owner’s 
name, japanning mostly gone. Good (HNL1080) 100-200
 6804-139 Lot of two wooden spokeshaves. One 
has a 3” blade and adjusted with screws threaded into the 
ends of the blade, it is stamped “Pat. 208419” which is 
an English patent issued in 1923 to one Thomas Hall of 
Sheffield and manufactured by J. Tyzack, an uncommon 
shave.  Plus a 1” boxwood shave manufactured by D. 
Flather & Sons. Good & better (CBM116) 60-120
 6804-140 Lot of three MARPLES boxwood 
spokeshaves. Matched set, blades are 2”, 1-1/2” and 1”, 
all marked “Wm. Marples &Son, Sheffield” on one handle 
and “A. Field & Co., Inc., Chambers Street, New York” on 
the other and “Celebrated Joiners Tools” on the blade.  Like 
new. Fine (CBM115) 60-120
 6804-141 J. STEVENS triple boxed sash plane. 
A mark. Double cutters cut 2”, some cracks to boxing, 
inactive worm, large stamp in left cheek says “JOINERS 
N.Y. BOSTON.” Tight crack at heel. Stevens made planes 

in Boston from 1821-60. Good (GAN5618) 30-60
 6804-142 Lot of two 1/2” fenced reverse 
ogee molding planes. An OHIO TOOL No. 62-1/4, 
called a Roman reverse ogee in their catalogs, 
dinging and staining. And one by AUBURN 
TOOL marked No. 126 on heel, light wear. Good 
(REW802, 803) 35-70
 6804-143 Lot of three bead planes. Two 
fully boxed by M. COPELAND and J. DENISON, 

both with hammerhead boxing, 5/8” and 3/4” respectively, 
clean. And a single boxed side bead by H. WETHERELL 
with 18th century chamfers and the “Chatham” mark (3 
stars), 1/2” size, a few cracks in boxing, repair in fence and 
boxing near throat.  Good- & better (DFG3) 60-120
 6804-144 Lot of three molding planes. Two side 
beads by H. WETHERELL (A mark, 2 stars), 3/4” with a 
few cracks in boxing, and 1/2” IOHN ROGERS with some 
boxing removed at heel, wear, and inactive worm. Plus an 
astragal-cove by MARTIN that has an 18th century look, 
some dinging. From the John and Janet Wells collection. 
Good (WLS) 50-100
 6804-145 C. FULLER rabbet plane. 1-3/4” sole, C 
mark (Waltham St. - 2 stars).  Clean with a few user stamps 
and light dinging at heel. Good (DFG6) 60-120
 6804-146 Handled complex molder. Unmarked, 
3-5/8” sole with 2-1/2” OHIO TOOL cutter, astragal-beak-
bead-ogee pattern. Inactive worm, tote has chip on one 
side of top, wood does not have any lacquer. Two drill holes 
at top of body near toe. Good (DTN362) 40-80
 6804-147 STANLEY No. 132 Liberty Bell jointer 
plane. Patent date cutter, japanning 90%, wood has some 
age checks and stuffs, larger scuff on tote, sole good.  
Good (JCI149) 40-80
 6804-148 Ship rabbet plane. 16” long sole with 
1-5/8” skewed cutter, looks to be made of beech with side 
tote attached to left rear cheek with round head screws. 
Some age checks and dings. Good (JCI112) 30-60
 6804-149 Rosewood japanese style fore plane. 

Unmarked, 18” long, pull bar behind throat, 2” 
sharp RABBIT BRAND cutter. Rosewood faded 
and has some water damage on top but sole 
mostly good. Initials in marker on pull bar.  Good 
(RPT82) 40-80
 6804-150 Core box plane. Beech body 
with steel sole, carved thumbgrip, some staining. 
3-1/2” x 2-3/4”, 1/4” pointed cutter curved on one 
side.  Good (PLH?) 25-50
 6804-151 European style smoothing 
plane. 6-1/2” sole, 1-5/8” FERDINANT RUBENS 
cutter. Diamond shaped decoration in front of 
throat and on wedge, horn at toe, some dinging 
and chips to wood.  Good (LHS0134) 10-20
 6804-152 I BLOWER miniature cooper’s 
howell. Marked clearly I BLOWER TORONTO 
on one end who is likely a modern maker, 
unlacquered 7-1/2” long beech body, 3/4” cutter. 
Some water spots and roman numerals VIII 
carved into one side.  Good (JCI275) 30-60
 6804-153 Lot of two coachmaker’s 
rabbets. 1/2” and 1-1/8” rounds, tailed, user 
names on toes, light wear and staining to wood.  
Good (LHS210) 20-40
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 6804-167 JOHN HOLMES dovetail backsaw. 
Brass backed, 5” blade, open handle with split nuts, user 
name, bottom horn has chip. Good (PLH785) 70-140
 6804-168 ATKINS Junior Mechanic handsaw. 20” 
blade, 10 ppi, handle good with only light dinging, blade 
clean with a couple spots of very light surface rust.  Good 
(PRK256) 30-60
 6804-169 GERSTNER machinist’s chest. 26” 

x 16” x 9 oak chest, 11 
drawers, no mirror, wood 
looks refinished. Lock 
marked Gerstner, and 
inside of body beneath 
last drawer stamped 
Gerstner & Sons. Bottom 
drawer is well made 
replacement, some 
dinging and light wear to 
wood, felt is a little dirty.  
Good (KDL526) 125-250
 6804-170 UNION 
machinist’s tool chest with 
tools. 17” x 13” x 8” with 

leatherette finish, 7 drawers, 
oval mirror in lid. Tools inside 
include STARRETT No. 65 
center tester IOB, No. 440A 
micrometer IOB, LUFKIN 
No. 1641V micrometer IOB, 
miscellaneous calipers, 
micrometers, thickness 
gauges, surface gauge, 
small squares, aluminum 
level, metal tool handle with 
bits, punches, and pressure 
gauges. Wood and felt has 
light wear, some tearing to 

 6804-154 W. BEATTY Axe. Looks very 
early. Has W. Beatty’s mark under mark that 
looks like “J.T. Gallaher, Cast Steel” and a couple 
number 3 stamps on backside.  11” laid in edge, 
11-1/2” off set handle with some inactive worm.  
Good (CBY88) 50-100
 6804-155 Lot of two adzes. D. SIMMONS 
& CO. poll adze with Cohoes mark, 4-1/8” edge 
with surface rust, 23” handle. And unmarked 
carpenter’s adze with 4” edge, fairly clean, 33” 
handle with some old chips. Good (RUS503,507) 
30-60
 6804-156 T.H. WITHERBY chisel. Nice 
and clean with good 1-5/8” curved edge, 13” 
replacement nicely turned handle, several user 
stamps. 26” long total.  Good (JCI256) 30-60
 6804-157 Bark spud. Primitive and smith 
made, 25” long total with 1-3/4” edge.  Good 
(RRT319x) 20-40
 6804-158 Early slick. Primitive and smith 
made, 3-1/2” edge and 11” handle that curves up 
slightly, pitting on metal, laid in edge on backside 
is smooth though. Well made.  Good (LDZ44) 
25-50
 6804-159 Cooper’s side axe. Early with 
9-1/2” laid in edge, 9-1/2” offset handle has age wear. 
Illegible and faint maker’s mark. Good (LDZ77) 30-60
 6804-160 Leatherworking knife. 12” wide double 
sided head, one pointed and end one flat,  three “TA” 
touchmarks, and stenciled “Jacuzzo” on one side along 
with decorative X carving on handle. Some surface rust but 
with a sharpening would work good as new. Good (PLH) 
30-60
 6804-161 Lot of two edge tools. A small hand 
adze with 2” curved edge and straight 8” handle, primitive. 
And an open curved scorp, 3” opening, 17” handle, early.  
Good (NW1069) 25-50
 6804-162 Lot of two STANLEY No. 15 dovetail 
saws. One with smeared Stanley mark on blade, other 
has rectangle mark stamped into backing. Both have 
hangholes, wood has some wear, a few small spots of 
surface rust.  Good (GRN65) 15-30
 6804-163 Coping saw. Has script mark “F.A. Itter” 
that looks like user, 11” x 6” well-made steel frame with 
4-1/2” blade held by wingnuts. Ebonized handle has some 
wear, a few spots of surface rust.  Good (MDY333) 25-50
 6804-164 STANLEY No. 150 mitre box. Japanning 
90% and possibly repainted, has 10” ATKINS steel backsaw 
with hanghole on one end, handle lightly worn. Missing 
wingnut on backside and wood base. Good- (RBN194) 
40-80
 6804-165 Lot of two steel backsaws. Both old 
with split nuts, one with 11-3/4” long blade and closed 
handle by S. BIGGIN & SONS, chips on horns and some 
light chewing on wood. And one with 10” blade by C & S 
PEACE, open handle has one split nut backing missing and 
repaired crack, maker mark faint.  Good- & better (MSV63) 
40-80
 6804-166 DISSTON & SONS No. 1 patternmaker’s 
saw. Good wood handle has user initials on backside, faint 
etch on 9” blade, very light pitting in a few places. Good 
(WLS189) 80-160
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leatherette on edges. Has key but lock is a little loose and 
could use repair. Good (MPA) 125-250
 6804-171 Tool chest. Suitcase style, 26-1/2” x 
14-1/2” x 8” with steel and brass riveted strips on edges, 
6 drawers and a compartment at bottom, contains variety 
of machinist’s tools including calipers, rules, files, about 10 
small bench dogs, steel rules,  various gouges and chisels 
(mix of makers and types), MILLERS FALLS No. 5 hand 
drill and STANLEY No. 6 bench plane. Bottom drawer base 
is loose, some wear and tarnish to box. Handle broken.  
Good (CWL14) 100-200
 6804-172 Lot of three steel braces. All unsigned 
with cast iron heads, one has lever action chuck and 8” 
sweep, the other two have wingnuts, 6” and 13”  sweeps.  
Light surface rust. Good & better (CDE449,562,1629) 
50-100
 6804-173 Lot of three patented braces. LYNAM’S 
1871 patent, manufactured by MILLERS FALLS from 
1871-1873, 10” sweep, good lignum head, works smoothly; 
HOLT’s 1880 patent with ball-shaped split chuck, marked 
with patent date, 9” sweep, rosewood head and grip, light 
surface rust; and OLSON and TOOMBS 1917 patent for a 
folding brace, manufactured by the HILL PUMP VALVE CO. 
of Chicago, 8” sweep, steel head and grip. Good & better 
(LWN94,95,97) 60-100
 6804-174 Lot of four ratcheting braces. An A.C. 
ATKIN No. 3410, rosewood head and grip, 10” sweep; 
an M14 marked by MARSHALL WELLS HARDWARE, 
rosewood head and grip, 14” sweep; one marked by 
NORVELL-SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE, rosewood head and 
grip, 12” sweep;  and one with an unusual lever-actuated 
ratchet marked “DRG German”, wood head and grip, 10” 
sweep.  All with good working ratchets and minimal rust. 
Good+ (CDE579,673,800,1645) 80-160
 6804-175 Lot of four wing-nut chuck braces. All 
unmarked with wood heads and grips.  Three have typical 
wing nut chucks, the fourth has an unusual split chuck 
design with the two halves tightened with a wing nut that 
looks possibly manufactured.  All with 6” or 7” sweeps. 
Good & better (CDE647,659,803,1657.) 50-100
 6804-176 Marked TAYLOR patent brace. Jeremy 

Taylor received his patent in 1836, the only earlier brace 
patent was destroyed in the patent office fire of 1836 
and no examples are known.  Taylor-pattern braces are 
frequently found, but this one is actually marked “J. Taylor 
Patent” which is uncommon.  It’s also stamped “Wilson” on 
the corner of the chuck; Increase Wilson of New London 
manufactured many of Taylor’s braces.  12” sweep, cast 
iron head with an old welded repair, light surface rust.    A 
nice and uncommon example of the earliest American 
patented brace. Good (CDE558) 80-150
 6804-177 Scottish brace with ivory medallion. 
Typical Scottish design with hexagonal steel body, no name 
but it could be obscured by light surface pitting, lever action 
chuck with “30” stamped on latch, head looks like lignum 
with tight crack and 1” unmarked ivory medallion, brown 
color, 8” sweep. Good (DEN95) 30-60
 6804-178 Screw arm plow plane. Handled, 
unmarked, applewood body and nuts with beech arms 
and fence. Some stains and age checks, dings to tote and 
wedge a little chewed. Moderate chipping to threads. Good 
(JHE18) 35-70
 6804-179 A. HOWLAND & CO No. 96 screw arm 
plow plane. Handled, applewood body, arms, nuts and 
fence. Wedge a little chewed, one outer nut missing its 
base but it still locks fine. Some staining and wear, large 
area of front of fence is replaced.  Good- (REW455) 50-100
 6804-180 G.W. DENISON screw arm plow plane. 
Handled beech body with boxwood fence, MOULSON 
cutter. Threads and nuts have a few chips, cracks in 
shoulder and front of fence, tote good. Good (JHE75) 
50-100
 6804-181 SANDUSKY TOOL CO. No. 124 screw 
arm plow plane. Handled beech body and fence, boxwood 
nuts and shoulders, marked with number on toe as well 
as crooked maker’s mark, boxed fence. Repaired crack in 
tote, cracks in outer nuts as well as crack in one arm, minor 
chipping to threads, wedge slightly chewed. Age checks. 
Good (JHE13) 60-120
 6804-182 Lot of two wedge arm filletster planes. 
One by GREENSLADE and also marked “Lawson, Tool 
Merchant, Plymouth,” shoulder boxing, wedge ends a little 
chewed and are in there tight. And one with user name 
stamped in a triangle that obscures maker name other 
than “IONS & CO.” with dovetailed fully boxed sole, some 
dinging to heel and wedges a little chewed, has display 
board between fence and body.  Good (REW671, 672) 
40-80
 6804-183 MATHIESON & SON wedge arm plow 
plane. Beech body with tote, wedge and cutter set back into 
front of tote, No. 8B on heel, chewing of cutter wedge and 

some dinging to wood.  Good (REW463) 40-80
 6804-184 OHIO TOOL No. 101 screw 
arm plow plane. Handled beech body and boxed 
fence, decorative nuts. Threads have light 
chipping, wedge chewed, some dinging to wood, 
a few spots of surface rust. Tote good. Good 
(JHE17) 60-120
 6804-185 OHIO TOOL No. 40 handled 
molding plane. Marked 2-1/2” on heel, 40 on toe, 
single boxed, cuts reverse ogee bevel. Proper 
marked cutter, spring marked. Lacquer worn but 
no major damage, apprentice hole at toe.  Good 
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